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2020 Red Tag
Committee

• President: Barney Stephens

• Vice President: Vin McCaughey

• Secretary and Public Officer: Bill Jackson

• Treasurer: Don Amour

• Assistant Secretary: Craig Bolch

• Ordinary Members:

◦ Andrew Rodda

◦ Dan Mamrot

◦ Frank Groeneveld

◦ Tony Ryan

◦ Leff Andropof

◦ Sean Ehlert

◦ David Honeybone

◦ Marshall Pardee

◦ Ralph Leslie

Red Tag acknowledges the woi-wurrung and boon wurrung language groups of
the eastern Kulin nations on whose unceded land we walk and fish. We pay our
respect to the ancestors and elders, past, present and emerging.  We recognize
their continuing connection to land, water and culture
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Non Committee Positions
Newsletter Editor Ralph Leslie

Newsletter Assistant Editor David Williamson 

Trip Planner Dan Mamrot, Vin Mccaughey 

Librarian David Honeybone 

New Membership Coordinator Sean Ehlert 

Web Site Administrator Paul Burgess, Bill Jackson 

Email Administrator (rt Inward Emails) Matteo Giacobello 

Marketing Coordinator TBA

Development Program Coordinator Craig Bolch 

Council Of Victorian Fly Fishing Clubs Delegate(1) Craig Bolch 

Council Of Victorian Fly Fishing Clubs Delegate(2) Barney Stephens 

Australian Casting Federation       Delegate ( 1 ) Leff Andropof 

Australian Casting Federation       Delegate ( 2 ) TBA

Handicapper (club Casting) TBA

Casting Tuition Coach (2) Ken Lucas, Leff Andropof 

Fly Tying Instructors (5) B Stephens, T Ryan, 

B Keegan, M Pardee, 

P Burgess

Casting Pool Maintenance Coordinator Andrew Rodda 

Brunn Shield Team Captain TBA
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Editorial
I'm writing this as David Williamson and I put the finishing touches to our first  newsletter as
editors. When we first met to talk about our new role we asked what do we and the club
members expect in a newsletter, especially with the club website and Team App providing
other means to communicate and exchange information.  Each of these fora can provide the
means for  announcement of upcoming events, reporting on activities, providing a forum to
exchange  information  and  ideas  or  communicating  the  business  of  the  club.  None do it
exclusively.  

So, where does the newsletter fit? Most simply, it builds an historical record of the club.  It
captures who we are and what we have done.  It tells of our plans and our hopes for the club.

More importantly,  we see the newsletter as the vehicle to help create a sense of common
experience. It does this by delivering its content to the entire membership within a  common
slice of time.  Knowing that others are seeing the same information at much the same  time
provides common ground to engage fellow members and help to build the social capital of
the club.  Sharing the common experience sets us on the path from a group of people with a
common interest, to one  with a common purpose.

Six weeks ago we had little knowledge of the task ahead, but were acutely aware  that we had
big shoes to fill.  The quality of the newsletter content and its presentation in each edition are
evidence of the great job done by David Honeybone and Andrew Rodda.  Thankfully, our
task has been eased with them giving a greatly appreciated hand-over and ongoing advice.
For  much  of  this  edition  the  content  was  already  in  the  pipeline  they  arranged,  with  a
continuation of  regular items and the first  in a new series, the Red Tag Flies by Month
Guide.       

Even  so,  it  is  inevitable  that  David  Williamson  and  I  will  bring  our  own touch  to  the
newsletter.  What will be unchanged is that the enjoyment and quality of information you get
as readers relies upon contributions by club members.   Your feedback and suggestions or
ideas for future editions are equally as important, and we welcome your involvement. 

Finally, I very much hope you enjoy this newsletter as much as we did in its preparation.

Ralph Leslie & David Williamson
(Eds.)
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President’s Message
September 2020
Are we there yet?

(As  I  write  this  I’m  hoping  that  the  situation  does  not  become
worse and we have to go into stage 4 restrictions. Those members
who  are  fortunate  enough  to  be  living  outside  of  the  stage  3
restriction areas must be keeping their fingers crossed.)

Well, I wasn’t much of a prophet when I wrote this a couple of months ago so I’ll begin again
with another“as I write this”

As I write this, people in country Victoria have just had a significant easing of restrictions,
while Metro Melbournians are eyeing some promising numbers.

I’m hoping that as you read this, a little more normality has returned to us. The last few
months, especially the stage 4 lockdowns, have been tough on everyone. Those numbers that
have been coming in every morning around 9.00 am about latest numbers and deaths have
been a sharp reminder that none of us are immune to the virus. If you have been touched
more personally from this pandemic then I hope you can see some light at the end of the
tunnel.

Don’t  be worried about  picking up the phone and giving  someone a call.  I’m sure your
contact will be most appreciated.

I  welcome  our  new  editing  team  to  our  newsletter,  Ralph  Leslie  (editor)  and  David
Williamson (assistant editor). They will always be looking for copy, so please forward any
items or pics to Ralph. And of course a huge thanks to our departing editorial duo, Andrew
Rodda and David Honeybone.

We’ve been Zooming along with a range of offerings being streamed to members, conducting
meetings,  having  live  interviews  and  presentations  from  prominent  members  of  the  fly
fishing community,  and sharing  with  many other  fly  fishing clubs.  The spirit  of  sharing
between clubs has been particularly gratifying and has strengthened bonds between us.

The Australian Trout Foundation has been successful with their major Grant application to
assist with the implementation of their next 5 year plan, the Victorian Wild Trout Strategy.
They have partnered with Victorian Fisheries and a range of other interested parties. I urge
you to read their document as I think there are opportunities for Red Tag to become involved
in a variety of their projects . One area that particularly interests me is having the opportunity
for the club to become involved in river health restoration projects. This could be as simple as
taking part in the Angler Riparian Partnership Program to taking on the management of a
section of crown land river frontage. (think Murrindindi?)

We have been looking at developing a club trips safety policy.

Club member Andy Elam has been developing a draft that will soon be available for the
committee to consider. I do not know of any other fly club that has such a document and I
look forward being able have this contribute to the safety of members when we are on our
trips.

One thing you also might like to consider is if you have personal ambulance cover. It’s an
expensive trip if you need their services!
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We have just received notice that a recent grant application has been successful.  (Thanks
Bill). This will be used to provide a range of safety equipment and materials.

We also have another funding application awaiting a decision, but will not have an answer
until early November. Thanks to Bill and Lef for the hours spent on this one.

Stuart  Murphy  has  offered  to  continue  researching  the  possibility  of  the  club  providing
assistance to an organisation involved with the treatment of Post Traumatic Stress Disorders.

The club is a member of Native Fish Australia and I have been fortunate enough recently to
participate in their native fish breeding program.

This has involved fishing for Macquarie Perch in the Yarra river to collect brood stock. It’s
been a wonderful opportunity to get out of the house with a Covid Workers permit and sit on
the banks of the river listening to the birds and waiting for a bite. I encourage you to check
out their website and see the work they are up to.

For those of you who are living outside the Metro area, I hope you’ve been able to get out
and have a fish. We are still planning for the future with several trips in the offering.

If you into fly tying, no doubt your boxes are a little fuller after this Winter.

So, until next time,

Tight lines n loops,

Barney Stephens

 

Nice work - if you can get it!!
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Red Tag Team
Let’s meet Tony Ryan
You can thank Tony and a few of the
other  blokes  in  the  club  for  our
meetings  being  at  the  East  Ivanhoe
Bowls Club. A few years back now the
club was limping along at Yarra Bend
trying  to  have meetings  in  an old tin
shed  that  had  very  sparse  facilities.  I
am pretty new to the club but having
been  to  the  casting  days  at  the  pool
there I am amazed that they managed
to have a club at all there.

I am also pretty sure that his return to
the  club  and  his  agenda  as  the
President  was instrumental  helping  to
bring together the vibrant club we have
today. So now that I have embarrassed
the poor bloke let’s find out something
about him.

Tony was in the construction industry
during his working life concentrating on Architectural Design and project management in
Melbourne. He was born in Melbourne but spent his early years in the Kilmore district. Of
course like many young men he enjoyed fishing, and had some success fishing for Tench
and Red Fin with worms in the Kilmore Reservoir. He also played tennis and golf which are
still  a  big  part  of  his  life.  He  also  enjoys  woodwork,  photography  and  dabbles  with
watercolour. He has a GoPro and is keen to start making flyfishing videos.

Tony’s fly fishing journey began some 25 years ago, when he purchased an old fibreglass fly
rod and reel with a line for $5 at a charity auction ( he was the only bidder). So armed with
the Orvis flyfishing guide, he taught himself to cast in his backyard. It was around the time
the first Flylife magazine was published and he just collected the 100th edition.

He very much enjoys being in the club. He is keen to point out that there a lot of people who
are keen to be involved and share the workload. He pointed out that successful clubs don’t
happen by accident. The club trips that have been well organised, very enjoyable and along
with flytying nights make the club successful.

It’s always good to ask about that favourite place to fish:- Tony has had many enjoyable days
on the Howqua and loves Perisher Creek but admitted that just about anywhere near a stream
in the bush is good for him.

Tony has been married to his wife Carmel for over 50 years, with 4 grown up kids and and
eight lovely grandchildren, I guess you could say he is a pretty contented bloke.

I asked him about his favourite fishing memory. Although I had to conduct this interview on
the phone the pride in his voice was pretty obvious to me when he talked about going fishing
with his son ( who had only taken up the sport last year) and seeing him catch his first trout.
They had been out for the day on the Steavenson and his son hadn’t had much success, Tony
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pointed out a spot where he thought he should have a cast to. All of a sudden his son is onto a
lovely little trout. Looking at the picture it’s a bit hard to see who has the biggest smile.

Of course I couldn’t help asking him about his worst fishing experience and he told me about
going for a dunk in the Mitta and being washed 50 meters down river as his Horn waders
filled up with water. A pretty frightening experience.

Tony is a very keen fly tyer and has been for many years. We have
some shots here and I hope they do his work justice, I asked him
about his favourite flies and he talked about the Parachute Adams,
the Prince Nymph both of which he has fished with both here and
other parts of the world. 

When I asked Tony to send me some photos for this interview I was
intrigued with the picture of the beautiful old stone bridge, he told
me a lovely story.

Tony  and  his  wife  Carmel  were  in  Italy  with  some  friends  to
celebrate  his  friends  6oth  birthday.  Although  it  wasn’t  a  fishing
holiday, it’s a bit hard for a flyfisher to walk past a pretty stream
and not want to cast  a fly into it.  Tony just  happened to have a
collapsible  with  him  so  he  and  his  friend  decided  to  give  this
particular stream a go. It  was in a place called Fabbriche Vallicaro. 

He had been told that there were no fish in the stream but undaunted he thought he would try
his luck. Scrambling down the embankment he was surprised that he had gained an audience
from the local village. As luck would have it he did manage to catch a trout but it did a great
job of entangling itself in some plastic tape in the stream and got away so he never managed
to get the picture. He looked back to a round of applause from the people gathered on the
bridge. In no time at all the local kids were off to get their fishing rods to give their stream a
try.

Neil Vincett
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A Guide to Choosing Fly Lines
An equipment guide from Red Tag Member, Ian Mitchell.  

Before the start of the season, it is a good idea to check your equipment and especially fly
line. If your line, like mine, is cracked and worn, then it is time to find a replacement.

When I started fly fishing there were two or three fly line brands available, and maybe one or
two fly lines from each to choose from.  My first set up was bought at a local angling shop,
and it came with a line that I was told would be “easier to cast”.  It was a green Cortland line
and, to my shock, it cost as much as the rod and reel.  On reflection it was a good quality line
that lasted a few seasons and it worked well on my 6/7 fly rod which was horrible and cheap. 

In researching this article, I checked the major manufactures web sites, and one of them had
over fifty freshwater fly lines to choose from. For the beginner (and some seasoned anglers as
well) it would be a nightmare to make a choice from these.  Hopefully this article will guide
you in your next line selection.

Basics
Before the 1950s, and the invention of plastics, fly lines were made of horsehair, or silk. Silk
lines were expensive, didn’t float without the aid of grease, and tended to get waterlogged
after a few hours of fishing. They required a lot of maintenance, and at the end of the day
they needed to be dried carefully before storing, otherwise mould and mildew would develop
and quickly ruin them.
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Now fly lines are made from a fibre core with a PVC coating and are relatively cheap. The
fibre  core  provides  strength,  and  the  PVC coating  provides  weight,  and  the  appropriate
density to make it float or sink as required.  They float extremely well and require little or no
maintenance (other than a wash in warm water and wipe down every now then).

How are lines classified

Lines are designated by 3 variables, their taper type, their weight, and their buoyancy. (e.g.
WF3F => Weight Forward, 3 weight, Floating line).  Let’s look at these in reverse order.

Line Buoyancy

Lines are generally classified by their buoyancy.

Floating (F) Lines:  these clearly float on the surface of the water, and are used to
fish flies within a few metres of the surface

Intermediate (I) Lines – are used to fish within a few metres of the surface also, but
are better than floating lines, where there is a lot of wave or chop. (you get a much
straighter  connection  to  the fly,  whereas  a  floating  line  will  go up and down the
waves). Wind also doesn’t cause an intermediate line to drift as much.

Sinking (S) Lines: These are typically used in fast or deep water, where you want to
have you fly descend quickly or deeply.  Usually used from a boat in deeper parts of
lakes and ocean.  

Line Weight

Lines come in different weights to match the different rods we could use.  We normally select
the rod according to what we fish for.  You can imagine we need a much stronger rod to catch
a Tuna in the sea, than we would to catch a trout in a mountain creek. The stronger the rod,
the more it takes to bend it, and the higher the line weight we would use, hence rods are
classified by the ideal line weight they are designed to cast.

In 1959, to standardise the industry, the AFTMA (American Fishing Tackle Manufacturers
Association)  created a standard for fly lines, and by de-facto for rods.  Coincidentally this
was  around  the  time  when  the  modern  PVC  lines  were  first  introduced.  The  AFTMA
classification bases the line weight on the first 30 feet of line, and it must weigh within the
specified range to meet the standard.

AFTM number In grains (range) In grams
3 100 +/- 6 6.48
4 120 +/- 6 7.78
5 140 +/- 6 9.07
6 160 +/- 8 10.42
7 185 +/- 8 11.99
8 210 +/- 8 13.61
9 240 +/- 10 15.55
10 280 +/- 10 18.14
11 330 +/- 12 21.38
12 380 +/- 12 24.62
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This was meant to help standardise the industry.  The idea being that a 5wt rod (for example)
would be made to cast a range of weights, but have sweet spot at 140 grains of weight, thus
allowing you to cast from one to sixty feet of line.  Rods can easily cast a range of line
weights effectively: easily one weight heavier, or one weight lighter. This is called over and
under lining a rod. Notionally a 5 wt., for example can reasonably cast a 4wt through to a 6wt
line.  Overlining a rod will make it feel softer, underlining will make it feel stiffer.  If fishing
a lot at short range, we might overline a rod to move it into the sweet spot, or if casting a lot
at a distance we might underline a rod.

Line Taper Type

All fly lines have a taper at the fishing end of the line (front taper), where the line tapers from
its thick mid-section(body) down to a millimetre or two thickness at its front end (where the
leader is tied on).  This front taper is designed to help turn over and straighten the leader on
the presentation cast.  Beyond this there are many ways for the remaining line to be tapered to
change its casting characteristics.  By altering the taper design, manufacturers create many
diverse lines with different casting properties. There are four classes of taper designs:

1 (WF) Weight Forward,

2 (DT) Double Taper,

3 (T/Spey) Triangular Taper and,

4 (L) Level

Weight Forward (WF) lines are now the most commonly sold tapers.  The WF Taper design
was created to help cast longer distances. A weight forward line has two main segments, the
Head (the thick weighted part at the front of the line) and the running line (thinner lighter part
which is joined to the backing on the reel).

  

The head of a traditional WF line is made up of three parts, the front taper, the body and the
back taper (where the line thins down and becomes the running line).  The weight forward
line design allows manufactures to have multiple front and back tapers to change how the
weight is distributed through the head section. Using these they and can move weight closer
to, or further away from, the leader end of the fly line.   Of recent times they have been
moving weight forward to help add weight to front half of the line to make it easier to cast
shorter distances, but this comes at a cost. For example, by moving the weight forward, it
reduces the weight at back of the head, this makes it harder to roll cast and mend.
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The Head (generally about 30ft long) carries the weight that is used to cast the rest of the line.
For a distance cast, the angler false casts to extend the head of the line just beyond the rod tip
and the thin running line is still within the rod rings, then the final delivery cast is used to
shoot the running line. The running line being thinner and lighter has less weight and friction
enabling the head to be cast further. 

With weight forward lines, false casting, is limited to the length of the fly line head, as the
line will hinge and destabilise the loop if you try to false cast with any of the running line
beyond the rod tip.

For most of the modern WF taper designs, they cast well in close.  However, a WF with a
long front taper design may not have as much weight to load the rod on shorter casts and may
be difficult to cast well. Especially for the beginner.

Most weight forward taper designs are generally not great to roll cast, as the weight is too far
forward and can be difficult and even unbalanced when trying to roll cast beyond 20 or 30 ft.
Similarly, WF lines, can be more difficult to mend, as there isn’t enough weight close to the
rod tip to help move the heavier front section.

Double Taper (DT) lines were once the norm, being the traditional design for early PVC
lines as they were quite easy to manufacture.  A Double Taper line tapers from a thin tip to a
thick body, which runs the length of the line, and then it tapers down to a thin point at the
rear. The fly line is symmetrical and really doesn’t have a front or back and in-fact can be
turned around, when the end tied to the leader becomes worn or cracked. This effectively
gives you double the life of a WF.

When distance casting a DT line, the body has more weight and friction than a WF running
line, so it can’t be shot as far.  Hence to cast a long distance with A DT, the caster needs to
aerialise more line during the false casting phase than they would with a WF line.  How far
an angler can false cast a DT is limited by their ability and timing, and a competent caster to
cast one just as far as a WF.

Casting a DT line for short casts presents no real difficulty, the DT is true to weight so will
load the tip of a matching rod weight properly. Having the weight distributed evenly through
its length, makes it easier to roll cast than a WF, especially at longer distances. DT lines are
also easier to mend than WF lines due to the even weight distribution.
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Triangular/Spey Taper. (T/Spey)

Spey casting, developed for Salmon fishing and named after the Spey river,  is a style  of
casting that is based on variations of the Roll Cast. Spey/Triangular taper lines have a thin
running line, and a triangular shaped head section. From the running line, there is a short
back taper to the line’s thickest part, then the line has a long front taper down to the front
point. The Triangular taper is 30 - 40 ft long in general. This design has more weight closer to
the rod tip, which maximises the efficiency of the energy transfer for roll casting.  Having
more weight closer to the rod tip also makes mending easier.

For effective distance casting, the angler can begin with the head section just beyond the rod
tip, and roll cast the whole head to generate enough speed to shoot all the running line. 

Generally, a two-handed rod is used for Spey casting, and hence no overhead false casts are
ever made.  However, some anglers use Switch rods, which can be used for both overhead
casting and Spey casting, and as at times will false cast a Spey line.  As with a WF, the length
of a Triangle taper line that can be false cast is limited to the length of the fly line head.  If
you try to false cast with any of the running line beyond the rod tip the line will hinge and
destabilise the loop. 

The long taper means there is less weight in the front 15-20 feet, so a triangular taper doesn’t
load a rod in close as well as a regular WF or DT line in the same weight class if an overhead
short cast is attempted.  Despite this, making short roll casts is simple and easy due to the
taper design.

Level (L) Level lines are just like a Double Taper without the Tapered ends.  As level lines
are only used for specialist applications, I have left them out of consideration here.

Comparison Chart 

Taper Distance
Casting

Short Casts Roll Cast Mending False Cast Length Other

WF Good/Easier 
for Beginners

Good (Avoid 
LT design)

Ok in 
close

Ok in 
close.

Limited to Head 
Length (30/40) ft

Specialty  taper 
designs 
available

DT Good/Requires
more skill for 
long distance

Good Good Good Limited only by casting
ability, whole line is 
technically possible.)

Last twice  as 
long

T/Spey Great/Skilled 
Spey caster

Good for Roll 
casts

Whole 
line, with
shooting

Great Limited to Head 
Length (30/40) ft

Designed  for 
roll casting.
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Choose Line weight to suit the fishing

The line casts the fly, the rod casts the line and the angler casts the rod.   Think about what
you will cast. If you are casting big bulky flies, heavy nymphs, double nymph rigs or nymphs
and big indicators, you will struggle with anything under a 5 weight. If you are casting small
flies, you can easily use a 2,3 or 4 weight line.  If you need a heavier rod, to manage the size
of the fish you are chasing, you will need a heavier line to match the rod. 

The marked rod weight is only a guide

The line weight marked on a rod is meant to be the line weight the rod was designed for, but
(and it is a big Kardashian sized but) there is a problem with modern rod rating.  When I
bought  my first,  fly  rods  were  labelled  with  two line  weights,  mine  was a  6/7.   It  was
understood, that if you were Lake fishing (distance casting) you would fish it with a 6 weight
line, and if you were fishing a stream in close, the rod would perform better with a 7 weight
line. The equivalent rod, if sold today, would probably be sold as a 6 weight.  As a result, line
manufactures are now selling lines a half weight heaver, or with complex tapers that push
weight forward to load the rod better in close.  Rather than worrying about a specialty line,
you could easily do what I did 20 years ago and buy a line weight heavier. Buy a line that
suits the rod and don’t be afraid to use your rod with more than one line weight, according to
the situation.

Line Coatings, materials and textures

The major  line  companies  invest  in  the design of  the materials,  textures  and coatings  to
improve slickness and durability.  Textured lines apparently shoot better; however, they can
be noisy and abrasive.  Slick coatings on lines are good when new but they do wear. There is
no doubt that they do improve the slickness of lines, but not sufficiently to influence my line
choice.

Durability

Comparing the main manufacturers, there is a difference in line durability.  I tend to fish quite
a lot these days, and I do punish my fly lines.  So I prefer lines that will last.  Cortland lines
are very durable, and Scientific Anglers are a close second.  Rio historically have had trouble
with their coatings cracking and failing very quickly.  They may have improved of late, but I
still avoid them.  You can pick up lines quite cheaply on the internet.  They come direct from
one or  two Chinese factories,  and sometimes  are copies  of  the  big manufacturers’  lines.
Mostly they are OK, but I have found the quality quite variable. Issues include line tapers
being a bit off, cracking and deterioration of lines, and some lines not floating well.  If you
aren’t fishing too often, you are just starting out, or you want a practice line it is hard to argue
with the price. 

Final Notes, advice and some personal opinions

Consider buying a good line from a good manufacturer, it will cast well, and last well. If you
are trout fishing, buy a floating line, but consider an intermediate line as a second line if you
are going to fish lakes regularly.

If you are fishing rivers or streams , when you do purchase the new line, there will be many
WF lines to choose from, but think about buying a DT line; it won’t limit your casting, and
your wallet will thank you. Buy the lines that match your rod, and consider one a line weight
up,  if  you  need  help  loading  the  rod  in  close,  or  want  to  cast  heavy  nymphs  and  big
indicators. 
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If you are fishing lakes, and you need help achieving casting beyond 40ft, grab a true-to-
weight WF line that matches your rod.  Overlining your rod for distance will not help. 

You should now have enough information to help you select your new fly line, according to
where and how you use it.  Good shopping and tight lines!

Ian Mitchell

Cartoon contribution from Red Tag member, Bruce Ratcliffe
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New Series
Red Tag Flies by Month Guide
Over the next six issues (12 months) of Tight Lines we intend to provide a quarterly summary
of which flies to use on the rivers in the North East of Victoria.

Almost  every Red Tag member has their  own take on flies with particular  favourites for
certain rivers, months or weather conditions, which they swear by. This guide is probably not
for you although your input is welcome. Rather it is aimed at the beginner in an attempt to
de-mystify what can be, on first introduction, an overwhelming subject. So this is very much
a basic introduction as to which fly can be used to catch trout in a particular month. It is by
no means exhaustive and should be treated as a guide only. 

The guide details by month the relevant insect (eg Caddis) and insect stage (eg nymph), a
corresponding fly pattern and picture together with preferred hook size range. 

A chart explaining fly life cycles is also included.

It should be stressed that fly selection is no substitute for correct presentation of the fly. How
a fly appears to the trout, how it moves free of drag, is still of paramount importance. 

The authors would welcome constructive feedback over the course of these articles as the
long-term goal is to produce a handy bankside guide in print or digital format.

Numerous people continue to contribute to this project but please acknowledge the significant
contribution  Sean  Ehlert  and  Tony  Ryan  have  made  to  its  initial  launch  and  to  David
Honeybone for pinching the idea from UK-based Barbless Flies in the first place.

Life Cycles

 Midge Life Cycle

(Source: Australian Trout Food, Trout Flies and how to fish them – Rob Flower)
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Caddis Life Cycle

(Source: Australian Trout Food, Trout Flies and how to fish them – Rob Flower)

Mayfly Life Cycle

(Source: Australian Trout Food, Trout Flies and how to fish them – Rob Flower)
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CENTRAL VICTORIAN HIGHLANDS RIVER FLIES BY MONTH CHART 

MONTH INSECT INSECT
STAGE

FLY PATTERN IMAGE HOOK
SIZE

Midge Nymph Green Midge Nymph

Black Midge Nymph

14-16

Mayfly Nymph Black  Pheasant  Tail
Nymph

12-18

Mayfly/ Nymph CJ’s Czech Weapon 12-18

Caddis

Mayfly Nymph Brown  Seals  Fur  Nymph
(Weighted)

12-18

Caddis Nymph Caddis Pupa 12-16

Caddis Adult Yellow Sally
(CDC caddis Emerger)

14-18

Beetle Black Beetle
Brown Beetle

10-14

Annelid
(Worm)

Squirmy Wormy 12-14
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CENTRAL VICTORIAN HIGHLANDS RIVER FLIES BY MONTH CHART 

MONTH INSECT INSECT
STAGE

FLY PATTERN IMAGE HOOK
SIZE

Caddis Nymph Bead Head Caddis Grub 12-16

Caddis Nymph Caddis Pupa 12-16

Midge Nymph Green Midge Nymph

Black Midge Nymph

14-16

Mayfly Nymph Black  Pheasant  Tail
Nymph

Brown  Pheasant  Tail
Nymph

12-18

Mayfly Nymph Seals  Fur  Nymph  -
Brown (Weighted)

12-18

Mayfly Adult Bushy’s Emerger 10-16

Caddis Adult Yellow Sally
(CDC caddis Emerger)

14-18

Caddis Adult Elk Hare Caddis 12-16

Mayfly Adult Royal Wulff 10-16
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Mayfly Adult Pale Morning Dun (PMD)
Spinner

01/10/16

Various Royal Stimulator 10-16

Beetle Black Beetle 

Brown Beetle

10-14

Ants CDC Winged Ant 
(Black or Brown)

12-18

Termite Termite 14-16

Grasshopper Green Grasshopper 

Green  Rubber  Leg
Stimulator

10-14

References

Flower, R 2001. Australian trout food, trout flies and how to fish them, AFN, Croydon, Vic.

Goulburn  Valley  Fly  Fishing  Centre  (2020).  A  Season  on  the  Goulburn
https://gvflyfishing.com/technical-articles/a-season-on-the-goulburn/

Ryan, T (n.d).  Central Highlands Rivers Hatch & Pattern Selection, Red Tag.

The Catch and the Hatch, (2020). https://thecatchandthehatch.com/ 

Sean Ehlert, Tony Ryan & David Honeybone
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YouTube Review:
The Orvis Guide To Fly Fishing

The Orvis guide to fly fishing is a series that
was  originally  released  as  supplementary
educational  materials  to be utilised by their
fly fishing schools. Now up to 2 seasons, the
show  covers  topics  ranging  from  offshore
saltwater fly fishing to bass fishing, pike and
musky  to  dry  fly  selection,  European
nymphing to swinging for salmon. 

The show is hosted by Tom Rosenbauer (host
of  the  Orvis  Podcast)  and  includes  plenty  of
useful ‘how-to’ sections, diagrams and tips and
tricks  that  can  be  applied  across  a  variety  of
situations.  Despite  the  fact  that  the  show
focuses on North American species, the tactics
and  rigging  can  be  adapted  for  Australian
conditions; Musky and Pike rigs and flies will
work  for  Murray  Cod,  American  Largemouth

and Smallmouth Bass tactics will work for Australian Bass and so on and so forth. The show
is accompanied by the usual shorter highlight clips, fly tying segments and casting tips (with
Pete Kutzer!) that have become a familiar part of all Orvis productions. This is certainly a
valuable resource to check out!

Episodes and more can be found at the below link:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxGQMCT70DALylKj9CQl2sw

Dan Mamrot
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Glossary

"S"  Cast -
cast  used  to
put deliberate
and
controlled
slack  into  a
cast;  used  in
getting a drag
free float and
in

conjunction  with  mending  line  (see  drag,
dead drift, mending line).

Seam in  Water  Currents -  the  area  where
two current flows come together (one slower,
one faster), ideal for holding trout. Fish often
will hang out in the slower flow and dart out
into the faster flow to capture food. Fish will
reside at varying speeds of current depending
on  the  amount  of  food  they  may  obtain.
Locate  a  seam  in  water  currents  where  an
obstacle disrupts the flow of islands and large
rocks diverting the main flow.

Setting the Hook - the act of pulling the hook
into the flesh of the fish's mouth. The amount
of effort needed to do this varies with the size
of hook, type of fish, and breaking strength
of leader; most people strike too hard on trout
and warm water fish and not hard enough on
salmon and saltwater fish.

Shank -  long  straight  part  of  the  hook
between the eye and the bend.

Shooting Head -  a short single tapered fly
line, shooting heads are designed for longest
casts  with  minimum  effort;  shooting  heads
allow quick  change  of  line  types  (floating,
sinking,  sink-tip,  etc.)  by  quickly
interchanging head sections;  shooting heads
are  most  commonly  used  with  salmon,
steelhead, saltwater, though they can be used
in all types of fly fishing

Shooting line - the process of extending the
length of your fly cast be releasing an extra
length of fly line (usually held in your non-
casting hand) during the forward/presentation

part of the cast. This technique allows a fly
angler to false cast a shorter segment of line
and then only at the time of the final forward
cast  to  bring a  longer  segment  of  line  into
play.

Sink Rate - the speed at which a sinking fly
line sinks; there are at least 6 different sink
rates  for  fly  lines,  from  very  slow  to
extremely fast.

Sink-Tip Fly Line - a floating fly line where
the tip portion sinks; available in 4 foot, 10
foot, 12 foot, 15 foot, 20 foot, 24 foot, and 30
foot  sinking  tips;  the  10  foot  sink-tips  are
most  commonly  used  and  are  practical  in
many applications; sink-tip lines are useful in
all types of fly fishing, but especially in wet
fly or streamer fishing.

Sinking Fly Line (S) - a fly line in which the
entire  length  of  the  line  sinks  beneath  the
surface of the water.

Sipping  Rise -  the  quiet  trout-rise  that
produces  a  circular  waveform,  much  like  a
rock dropped in a pool or water. A rise form
of  this  kind  may  indicate  a  large  trout  is
feeding, especially at dawn or dusk feeding
times.
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Snobs Creek – the primary source of water
for Snobs Creek fish hatchery and provides
some results for those who enjoy casting in
tight conditions (Weigall 2014) 

Spawn  - the behavior of fish where females
deposit eggs (also called spawn) on various
surfaces (varying with species) and the male
produces necessary milt to ultimately turn the
eggs into fry.

Spey -  a  particular  casting  technique  using
special  one  or  two-handed  rods  and  a
modified roll cast. It is named after a river in
Scotland where it was developed.

Spinner - the egg laying stage of the mayfly;
overall  not as important  to the fly fisher as
the dun stage; (see mayfly and dun).

The Double Spey Cast:  Actually, they'll tell you  it's really quite simple!
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Spinner fall -  When mayfly of a particular
sub-species go into the spinner stage they do
so  over  a  relatively  short  period  of  time,
sometimes  creating  a  feeding frenzy during
what is called a spinner fall.

Split cane rods - fly rods constructed of six
pieces  of  split  cane  bamboo,  which  are
triangularly  shaped,  tapered  and  glued
together.  Split  cane  rods  originated  in  the
U.S. in the middle  of the 19th century and
there are many fine cane rods produced still
today.

Spool  - the part of the fly reel that revolves
and which holds the backing and the fly line;
may be purchased separately.

Stalking  - creeping up on a fish, to surprise
or not disturb it. This should be practised at
the club casting pool on dozing members.

Steavenson  River –  probably  the  most
popular  trout  river  for  Melbourne-based
fishos this river is, as a result, heavily fished
but manages to retain a healthy population of
browns  and  rainbows.  It  rises  in  the  high
mountain  forests  east  of  Marysville  then
flows  through  patches  of  native  bush  and
farmland  before  joining  the  Acheron  at
Buxton.  Access  due  to  action  by  local
landowners has been something of a  recent
issue  and it  will  be  interesting  to  see  what
transpires in the forthcoming season.

Stevens, Barney - current Red Tag President.
Allegedly  specialises  in  capture  of  huge
Goulburn  stockies  (see  below)  on  opening
weekend.

Stock Fish (stockies) - fish that are reared in
captivity and stocked into fisheries.

Surgeon's knot

Stonefly -  very  important  aquatic  insect;
nymph lives for one to three years, depending
on  species;  most  species  hatch  out  by
crawling to the shoreline and emerging from
its  nymphal  case  above  the  surface,  thus
adults  are  available  to  trout  only  along
shoreline and around midstream obstructions;
adult has two pair of wings which are folded
flat  along  its  back  when  at  rest;  stoneflies
require  a  rocky bottomed  stream with  very
good water quality.

Stonefly Nymph

Streamer -  fly  tied  to  imitate  the  various
species  of  fry  upon  which  game  fish  feed;
usually tied using feathers for the wing but
can be tied with hair and/or feathers; tied in
all sizes.

Strike - the action of a fish in trying to eat a
fly. This term also refers to the movement of
the rod a fly angler makes to set the hook.

Strike Indicator -  floating object placed on
the leader or end of the fly line to "indicate"
the take of the fly by a fish or to indicate the
path of the drift of the fly; used when nymph
fishing with a slack line; very effective. They
are  made  of  such  things  as  floating  putty,
poly yarn, foam, etc.

Stripping line - retrieving the line by pulling
it  in  through  your  fingers  as  opposed  to
winding it in on the reel.

Surgeon's Knot - excellent knot used to tie
two  lengths  of  monofilament  together;  the
lines may be of dissimilar diameters.
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Club News
Upcoming Fishing Activities
With the restrictions due to Covid-19, it's been a while since those living in Metropolitan
Melbourne have been able to get out on the water. We can realistically hope that restrictions
will have relaxed in time for these planned activities to go ahead on their scheduled dates. 

Red Tag Trip to Tassie Highlands in March 2021

We  have  had  a  great  response  for  the  Tassie  trip  and  there  are  still  spaces  available.
Accommodation has been secured at two locations Haddens Haven and Shannon Rise shacks
at Miena from the 6th to 13th of March.

Haddens Haven can  accommodate  9 people  for  a  cost  of  $37 per  person per  night,  and
Shannon rise can take 7 people for a cost of $34 per person per night. Both these shacks are
close together (walking distance) so we should easily be able to get together for a beer and
discuss our success and big fish lost stories.

We don’t have to pay for the accommodation until January and they will provide a full refund
if we have to cancel due to Covid 19. This accommodation will take up to 16 people. If we
have more at Great Lake Hotel (38pp/night) and Central Highlands Lodge.
 
Approximate costs on the Spirit of Tasmania for a day crossing are below. It is recommended
to do a night crossing to get the most out of your week, as you would leave Friday night and
arrive into Devonport around 7-8am Saturday morning. The day crossing arrives around 7-
8pm.

1 $358 return for car and 1 passenger 
2 $178 return for extra passenger 

If you are interested in attending please click this link to register an Expression of Interest for
this trip.

http://www.redtagflyfishers.com.au/expression-of-interest---tassie-febmar-2021.html
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Red Tag Club Trip to Millbrook Lakes in April 2021 – Expressions of Interest

We have had a lot of interest in Millbrook Trip in December which is totally booked.  We
have now booked an additional club trip to Millbrook in April 2021.

Millbrook is  a  private  fishery  of  31  lakes  and dams  located  near  Gordon,  just  South  of
Ballarat and it was an easy 1½ hour drive. The club has reserved a weekend trip on the 9th,
10th & 11th of  April  2021.  They  provide  cosy  bunkhouse  accommodation,  bedding  and
towels,  and  lunches  on  Sat  and  Sun.  There  is  separate  accommodation  for  our  female
members. You can arrive any time after 3 pm Friday (and start fishing) and fish all day Sat
and Sun till dark if you wish. Suggest we have a meal at the local Wallace Hotel Friday night
and make arrangements to eat onsite Saturday night.

They provide quality guides, 3:1 basis, and gear if needed and access to their 31 stocked
impoundments.  These  are  spread  widely  in  the  area  and  transport  is  in  the  guides  cars.
The cost for this weekend is $465, not cheap, but the fish are big and often a catch of a
lifetime.

We are seeking EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST from members who would like to  attend.
There are 10 spots available so it will be on a first in basis. If you are interested please click
this link to register your interest:
http://www.redtagflyfishers.com.au/expression-of-interest---millbrook-april-2021.html

Dry Fly Italian Style Master Class

Red Tag member,  Ian Mitchell  will  deliver  this  highly recommended  class.  Details  are
shown  in  the  panel  below.   At  the  time  of  publication  the  November  8  Class  is  fully
subscribed.
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News
Riverbank Fishing and Camping
This item and image were copied with editing from a 2 September posting under the heading:
“Clear Path For Riverbank Fishing and Camping” on the VRFish website where additional
information on access to rivers, and proposed changes may be found.  While largely focused
on changes to camping opportunities, the article considers related activities to improve river
access for recreational fishing.

As part of the 2018 ‘Fishing and Boating’ election commitments, the Victorian Government
committed  to  ‘guarantee  access  to  fishing  and camping  on Crown land that  has  grazing
licences and river frontage.’   Section 401A of the Land Act 1958 enables a person to enter
and remain  for recreational  purposes on a water frontage which has been licensed under
provisions of that Act but prohibits a person from camping on the licensed land. To enable
camping on licensed water frontages, the Land Act 1958 is being amended to remove the
prohibition on camping on licensed Crown water frontage. 

• Remember,  the  public  can  legally  access  licenced  and  unreserved  Crown  land,
however leased Crown land does not provide public access.

And, in addressing broader issues of river access:

• Fishers  have  been  missing  out  on  the  enjoyment  of  fishing  along  hundreds  of
kilometres  of  our  rivers  because of  a  systemic  misunderstanding of  public  access
requirements.

• Some  landholders  have  incorrectly  assumed  these  tracts  of  land  is  theirs  and
prevented public access by erecting fences, installing no access signs and padlocks.

….. in the interim, the VFA has identified several high value recreational fishing sites with
access  issues  to  rectify.  Access  to  Crown  water  frontage  for  various  recreational  users
(anglers, bird watchers, hikers, etc) has been limited by poor provision of infrastructure and
information regarding access points. Access has also been limited by abutting landholders by
padlocking gates and erecting misleading signage indicating that the land is private property.
For many of these identified sites, the issue is perception of private ownership by the licensee
or adjoining private landholder. 

The VFA will be installing access gates and signage at the entry points to Crown Land as part
of the project, and in time, will create a map on the VFA’s recreational fishing guide app that
specifies each access point. In addition, we will install directional road signs, directing the
recreational user from the main road to the access point that we will create. 
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Library Report: Acquisitions

The Feather Bender's FLYTYING TECHNIQUES: A 
Comprehensive Guide to Classic and Modern Trout Flies

Barry Ord Clarke
This book is aimed at all fly tiers, from those
with  modest  experience  to  those  with  more
advanced  skills.  The  author’s  intention  is  to
focus  on  certain  important  elementary
techniques,  and  then  share  some  of  his
favourite  contemporary  twists  on  old,  tried-
and-true techniques. Many of the flies in this
book  are  based  in  his  own  techniques  and
patterns,  ones that  he has developed in more
than thirty-five years of tying.

 The  book  is  arranged  in  sections  to  give
readers  the  opportunity  to  easily  locate  the
pattern  or  technique  they  are  looking  for.
Patterns are not grouped alphabetically, but by
technique. For example, the section on dry flies
has  categories  demonstrating  a  particular  dry
fly style or technique such as mastering the use
of deer hair, parachute, CDC, and so on.

 If you are fairly new to fly tying, the opening chapters on materials and special techniques
and tricks will familiarize you with some basics and help you get started. Seasoned tiers will
similarly find information here to help them raise their tying skills to a new level.

 Each pattern is listed with a recipe, recommended hook style, size, and materials. They are
listed  in  the  order  that  that  author  uses  them and  illustrated  by  the  book’s  step-by-step
images. This will help you plan each pattern and assemble materials your beforehand.

 Included are lushly illustrated photos for such well-known trout flies as:

    Pheasant tail nymph

    Klinkhamer

    Humpy

    Deer Hair Irresistible

    CDC Mayfly Spinner

And much more.

A special feature of this one-of-a-kind books is that it is the first tying book to have a video
link for all the patterns featured. Watch the author tying online, then turn to the matching
chapter in the book to follow the step-by-step instructions so that you can tie your own fly in
your  own  time.  Author  Barry  Ord  Clarke  will  respond  online  to  your  questions.
(Amazon.com).
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Trout Fisher

Trout  Fisher  is  a  trout  fishing  magazine  dedicated
solely to New Zealand. There are four issues a year
and  the  club’s  subscription  commenced  with  the
Winter  issue  2020.  Whilst  it’s  not  up  to  the
production standard of FlyLife I thought it would be
an interesting addition to the library given how many
of us fish over there. You can read an online sample
issue here https://www.nztroutfisher.co.nz/172.pdf

 

FlyLife Issue 100

At  last  Issue  100  is  now  available  possibly
even in Victoria. 

This is the link to a nifty little video about the
latest issue flylife.com.au/latest-issue

With a list of the contents below:

    Fishing in the Anthropocene

    Snowy Valleys Drifting

    The Mataura in Retrospect

    The Gibb River Road

    Citizen Science

    Heart of the Western lakes

    25 Years of Saltwater Fly

    Cod & Comfort in New England

    Better Than Pokies

    Fear Of Missing Out

    Anglers Rest

    Stranded in Socotra                                             David Honeybone       
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Library Report: News

Red Tag Library Catalogue now available online
The Red Tag library is now available via this link https://www.librarycat.org/lib/REDTAG 

Entering all the resources is still very much a work in progress so please be patient. I am also
entering all magazines and web-based articles of interest.

David Honeybone
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Sponsors
With thanks for their on going support.

Aussie Angler Fishing & Tackle Gear:
Rick  Dobson:  30  Sherbourne  Rd.
Greensborough T: 9432 1501

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
3380 Maroondah Hwy Taggerty
book@big4taggerty.com.au
T:(03) 5774 7263

Like  Tasmanian  fishing  news  on
facebook? www.tasfish.com

Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s 
newsletters for exclusive offers.
www.essentialflyfisher.com.au

Supplier  of  quality  fly  fishing  tackle
and  equipment.
http://www.adrenalinflies.com.au

fly fishing DVD’s and films
Rise Festival Australia
www.gin-clear.com

Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley
489 South Rd. Bentleigh
T:9532 1583

Unit 19-20 52 Corporate Blvd 
Bayswater
www.afn.com.au

Ahead of our time since the beginning

Jim Baumgurtel
4 Trade Place Lilydale Vic 3140 
www.flyfinz.com
m: 0410 423 430

Slickness down to a science

This space could
be yours!

contact Red Tag!

Rio Fly Lines
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